Cartoon strip elements
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Cartoon picture boxes:
Cartoon strip elements

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Caption boxes (for words/phrases stating time, place and additional information etc):
Cartoon strip elements
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Speech bubbles:
**Cartoon strip elements**

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

**Speech bubbles:**
*Cartoon strip elements*

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

**Speech bubbles:**

---
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Cartoon strip elements
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Speech bubbles:
**Cartoon strip elements**
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

**Thought bubbles:**
Cartoon strip elements
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Thought bubbles:
Cartoon strip elements
Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Arrows:
**Cartoon strip elements**

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

**Action bubbles** (these often contain onomatopoeias to describe an event or action):
Cartoon strip elements

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Other useful cartoon elements:
Cartoon strip elements

Cut out and assemble these cartoon/comic elements to create a large-scale cartoon strip during Literacy lessons, or as part of a classroom display.

Your cartoon strip could look a little like this... (you get the idea!)

DEEP UNDERGROUND...

WE MUST TAKE QUICK ACTION!

HELP!!!!

BANG!

WHIZ

POP!

MEANWHILE...

CAN THEY GET THERE IN TIME?

I HOPE SO!

THERE'S NO HOPE NOW

MORE BANGS!